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On the use of consistent approximations for 
the optimal design of beams* 

C. Kirjner-Neto and E. Polak 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, 
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. 

Abstract 
We present a strategy, based on the theory of consistent approximations, for solving a class of 
optimal beam design problems. The paper includes a numerical example. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

There is a considerable literature dealing with numerical methods for the solution of optimal 
design problems (see, e.g., Banichuk (1990), Pironneau (1984) and references therein). A 
major class of current methods constructs an infinite sequence of finite-dimensional approxi
mating problems by means of numerical integration techniques. The theoretical treatment 
tends to be limited to showing that global minimizers of approximating problems converge to 
global minimizers of the original problem. The possibility of local minimizers of the approx
imating problems converging to nonstationary points of the original problem is ignored, and 
efficient diagonalization techniques (such as those in Polak (1993» are not explored. 

Recently, an abstract theory of consistent approximations for optimization problems has 
been proposed in Polak (1993). It is based on the concepts of epi-convergence and optimality 
functions, and provides conditions that ensure convergence of global minimizers, local 
minimizers and stationary points of the approximating problems to those of the original prob
lem. It also provides diagonalization techniques that make it possible to use efficiently non
linear programming libraries in solving infinite-dimensional (optimization problems . . 
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In this paper, we apply the theory of consistent approximations to the solution of a class 
of optimal Euler-Bernoulli beam design problems with continuum constraints, such as con
straints on vertical deflection, and on stresses. We show that the original constraints must be 
relaxed to ensure that the approximating problems have solutions, and that norm preserving 
transformations must be used in solving the approximating problems, in order to preserve the 
conditioning of the original problem with respect to algorithms that are not scale invariant. 
For ease of exposition we restrict ourselves to beams with rectangular cross section, fixed 
width, and distributed loads. Extensions to beams of varying width and various cross sections 
are straightforward. A design example is included. 

2 CONSISTENT APPROXIMATIONS 

Let 'B be a topological vector space and consider the problem 

P min fez) 
zeZ 

(2.la) 

where f : 'B ~ lR is continuous and Z c 'B is the feasible set. Let { 'B N } N=I be a family of 
finite-dimensional subspaces of 'B such that 'B N C 'B N+I, for all N, and consider the family 
of approximating problems 

min fN(Z), N E lN, 
z e ZN 

(2.1b) 

where f N : 'B N ~ lR is continuous, and ZN C 'B N (often ZN = 'B N n Z). 

Definition 2.1 [Attouch (1984)]. The problems in the family {PN } N=I converge epigraph
ically to P, (PN ~Epi P) if: (a) for every Z E Z, there exists a sequence {ZN } N=I, with 
ZN E ZN, such that ZN ~ Z and lim f N (ZN) s, f (z); and (b) for every sequence {ZN,} k':l, 
with ZN, E ZN" such that ZN, ~ Z as k ~ 00, Z E Z and limfN,(ZN,) ~f (z). 0 

Definition 2.2. A function e: 'B ~ lR (eN: 'B N ~ lR) is an optimality function for P (P N ) 
if (i) e(-) (eN(·)) is sequentially upper semicontinuous. (ii) e(z) s, 0 (eN(z) s, 0 )for all Z E 'B 

(z E 'BN), and (iii) e(z) = 0 (eN(Z) = 0) for any Z E Z that is a local minimizer for P (for 

any Z E ZN that is a local minimizer for PN). 0 

Definition 2.3. Let e(-). eN (·), N E lN, be optimality functions for P, PN • respectively. 
The pairs (PN , eN)' in the sequence {(PN , eN) } N=I are consistent approximations to the 
pair (P, e), if (i) PN ~Epi P, and (ii) for any sequence {ZN } N e K' K C lN, with ZN E 'B N 

for all N E K, such that ZN ~ z, lim eN (ZN) s, e(z). 0 

Theorem 2.4. [Polak (1993)] Suppose that the pairs (PN , eN) in the sequence 

{ (PN , eN) } N=I are consistent approximations to the pair (P, e), and that {z N } N=I is a 

sequence such that Z N E ZN for all Nand Z N ~ z. (a) If the Z N are global minimizers for 

the PN , then z is a global minimizer of P. (b) If z N are strict local minimizers whose radii 

of attraction do not converge to zero, as N ~ 00, then z is a local minimizer of P. (c) If 

limeN(zN) = 0, then e(z) = o. 
3 CONSISTENT APPROXIMATIONS FOR A FIXED BEAM DESIGN 
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Beam model Consider a fixed Euler-Bernoulli beam with modulus of elasticity E > 0, 
length L > 0, rectangular cross-section, constant width b > 0, and variable depth defined by a 
positive, Lipschitz continuous function h : [0, L] ~ R. The beam is subjected to a vertical 
load with density I (h , .) of the form 

I(h ,x) = m(x)-Kh(x), x E [O,L], (3.1) 

where K ~ 0 is a constant, and m (.) is piecewise Lipschitz continuous, with finitely many 
points of discontinuity in [0, L]. 

For a cantilever beam of length L, depth h (x), and subject to the load density I (h , .), 
the bending moment, Me (h , .), is the unique solution of the final value problem 

M;' (h , x) = I (h ,x), X E [0, L], Me (h , L) = M; (h , L) = O. (3.2a) 

The bending moment, M (h , .), in a fixed beam of length L, depth h (x), and load den
sity I (h , .), differs from Me (h , .) only by an affine term in x, which is due to the reactions at 
the support points. Therefore 

M (h ,x) = Me (h ,x) + g, (h)x + g 2(h), x E [0, L] . (3.2b) 

It follows from the dual formulation of the variational problem associated with the bending of 
the fixed beam (see Reedy (1984», that g (h) ~ [g ,(h) g 2(h)f satisfies the equation 

L x 2 
f.L X dx f.LMe(h ,x)x 

f.-dx 
g ,(h) - dx 

o h (x)3 o h (x)3 o h (X)3 
(3.2c) 

t x dx t 1 dx g2(h) tMe(h ,x) 
- dx o h (x)3 o h (x)3 o h (X)3 

The shear force, V(h ,x), and the deflection of the beam, y (h ,.), are given by 

V(h ,x) = -M'(h ,x) = -M;(h ,x) -g,(h), x E [0, L], (3.2d) 

" 3 ' Y (h, x) = 12M (h ,x YEbh (x) , X E [0, L], y (h ,0) = y (h , 0) = O. (3.2e) 

For design purposes we assume that the depth function is an element of the set 

Had~ {h E C[O,L] 10<a$;h(x)$;P, Idh(xYdxl $;y, fora.e.x E [O,L]} , (3.3) 

where 0< a < P < 00 and y ~ 0 are given constants, and C [0, L] is the space of continuous 
real-valued functions defined on [0, L]. 

The "natural" norm on C [0, L] for establishing continuity and differentiability of solu
tions of (3.2a-e) with respect to depth functions h (.) is the sup-norm, IH~, while the 
"natural" norm for defining optimality functions is the L 2[0,L] norm, 1'12, Hence, we will 
work in the "compromise" inner-product space (C[O, L], 1'12, (', ')2), where (', ')2 denotes 
the usual inner-product on L 2[0, L]. As a consequence, we have to use the concepts of con
tinuity and differentiability relative to Had' 

Definition 3.1 Let (V , 1I·l v) be a normed space and let ~ be a function from Had into V. 

(a) ~(.) is Lipschitz continuous relative to Had if there exists an C < 00, such that for all 
h,h' E Had,I~(h)-~(h')llv$;Clh -h'12. 
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(b) ~(-) is differentiable relative to Had if for any h e Had there exists a continuous linear 
map D ~(h ;.), called the Had -derivative of ~(.) at h , such that 

lim I~(h') - ~(h) - D ~(h ; h' - h )Ivllh' - h 12 = O. (3.4) 
h' e Had, Ih' -h12 ~o 

Theorem 3.2. The mappings h M M (h ,.), h M V (h , .), and h M Y (h , .), from Had into 
(C [0, L], "11_), are all Lipschitz continuously differentiable relative to Had' 0 

We will denote the Had-derivatives at h, of the mappings introduced above, by 
DIM (h , . ;.), D I V (h , . ;.), and D IY (h , . ;.), respectively. 

Problem formulation We will consider optimal beam design problems of the form 

P min {f (h) 1 'I'(h) ~ max max cV (h ,x) - ri (x) ~ 0 } , 
he Hod i e q x e [0, L] (3.Sa) 

where for any q > 0, q ~ { 1, ... , q }, and f (.) and cV (. , .), j E q, have the form 

f (h ) = f
O

L 
epoCh , x) dx , (3.Sb) 

cV(h ,x) = ;Pi(h(x),M(h ,x), V(h ,x)'y(h ,x),x), j E ij, (3.Sc) 

with M (h , .), V (h , .), and y (h , .) determined by (3.2b-f), and for j e ij ~ {O, 1 , ... ,q }, 
;Pi: [a, /3] x 1R x 1R x 1R x [0, L] ~ R. 

Assumption 3.3. (a) The functions ri (.), j E q, are Lipschitz continuously differentiable 
on [0, L] and satisfy 

min min ri (x) = r > 0 . 
ieq xe[O,L) 

(3.6) 

(b) The functions ;Pi (. , . , . , . , .), j e ij, are Lipschitz continuously differentiable. 

(c) The feasible set for P is non-empty. 0 

It follows from (3.Sb-c), the Lipschitz continuous differentiability of ;Pi (. , . , . , . , .), 
j E ij, and Theorem 3.2, that h M cV (h , .), j E ij, and h M f (h) are Lipschitz continuously 
differentiable functions relative to Had' We will denote by D I cV (h , . ; .), j E ij, and 
Df (h ;.) their Had-dedvatives. 

Following Polak (1987), we we define the optimality function e: Had ~ IR-, for P, by 

8(h) ~ minh' e Hod F (h , h'), (3.7a) 

where 'I'(h)+ ~ max { 'I'(h ) , 0 } , and 

F(h,h')~max{Df(h;h' -h)-'I'(h)+,max max cV(h,x)+DlcV(h,x;h' -h) 
i e q x e [0, L] 

(3.7b) 

Theorem 3.4. (a) e: Had ~ IR- is upper semicontinuous; (b) If h is a local minimizer of 

P, then e(h) = 0; (e) For any hE Had such that 'I'(h) ~ 0, e(h) = 0 if and only if 

dF (h ; h - fi) ;::: 0, for all h E Had' where F (h) ~ max {f (h) - ]'0, 'I'(h) } . 

Discretization Following the theory in Section 2, we select a family of finite
dimensional subspaces of C[O, L], specified by basis sets. For every integer N > 0 we let 
I1N ~ LIN and define xN,k ~ (k - I )I1N, k E N+ 1. Let 
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{

(X -xN,k_\)I/::,'N' for all X e [XN,k-\,XN,k], k e {2, ... ,N +1}, 

nN,k(x)@ (xN,k+\-x)/~'N' forallxe [XN,k,XN,k+\]' keN, 

0, otherwise. 

(3.8) 

Let by HN the span of the basis set {nN,k } t"=~\ and let Had,N @ HNnHad . 

Next, after transcription into first order fonn, we use Euler's method to discretize the ini
tial value problem (3.2e) and the final value problem (3.2a), and the rectangle rule to approxi
mate the integrals in (3.2c). It is not at all clear that using a higher order integration scheme 
would be more efficient in optimal design. 

Let MN(h ,XN,k)' VN(h ,XN,k)' and YN(h ,XN,k)' k e N+1, denote the discretized bend
ing moment, shear force, and deflection, respectively. The following result is a direct conse
quence of the Implicit Function Theorem .. 

Lemma 3.5. The maps h ~ MN(h, .), h ~ VN(h, .), and h ~ YN(h, .), from Had,N into 
lRN+l, are Lipschitz continuous differentiable. 0 

Approximating problems. We now define the family of approximating problems 
PN , N =1,2, ... , as follows: 

P
N 

min {fN(h)I'VN(h)@max max <l>k(h,XNk)-(l+~~)rj(xNk):;;;O}, (3.9a) 
h E HadJ{ j E q k E N+l' , 

where 

f N (h) @ "ff:\ <I>~ (h ,xN,k )~N ' (3.9b) 

<l>k(h , XN,k)=~j (h (XN,k), MN(h ,XN,k), VN(h ,XN,k)' YN(h ,XN,k), XN,k)' j e q. (3.9c) 

The tenn ~~ in (3.9a) is added to guarantee that for N large enough the feasible set for 
PN is non-empty, a fact needed in the proof of Theorem 3.7 (a) below. 

Equation (3.9c) defines the functions <I>/.,(h ,.), j e q, only on the mesh points XN,k' 
k e N+ 1. We define <l>k(h , .) : [0, L] -7 lR as the piecewise affine interpolation of the values 
<l>k(h ,xN ,k)' k e N+1. It follows from (3.9c) and Assumption 3.3(b), that the <1>/"(',.), j e q, 
are Lipschitz continuously differentiable on Had N' The derivatives of the mappings 
h~<I>k(h,·), jeq, and h~f(h), denoted by'D1<l>/.,(h,·;·) and DfN(h;'), can be 
obtained using (3.9b,c), Lemma 3.5 and the Chain Rule. 

Next, we define the optimality functions eN : Had,N -7 lR by 

eN(h)@minh' E HadJ{F N(h, h'), (3.10) 

where F N(',') is defined as in (3.7b), with all the functions modified by the addition of the 
subscript N. Results analogous to Theorem 3.4 hold for eN (·). Also note that one can evalu
ate eN (.) by solving a positive definite quadratic program. 

Consistency of Approximations The following is proved in KiIjner-Neto (1994). 

Lemma 3.6. (a) For each h e Had' and N 2: 1, there exists hN e Had,N such that 

max Ih(x)-hN(x)1 :;;;Y~N' (3.lla) 
x E [O,L] 

(b) There exists aCe 1R such that for allj e q, N 2: 1, h e Had' and hN e Had,N' 
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max 1<j>i(h,x)-<I>k(hN,x)1 ::;C[~N+llh -hNI21, 
x e [O,L] 

hV(h)-'I'N(hN)1 ::;C[~,t'+lh -hN'21, 

If(h) - fN(hN) I ::; C[~N + Ih - hN'u. 

(3. 11 b) 

(3.llc) 

(3.lld) 
o 

In view of the definitions of 'I'(h) and 'I' N (h), it is clear that the feasible sets Z and ZN 
for P and PN satisfy: Z= {h E Had I 'I'(h)::; 0 } , and ZN = { h E Had,N I 'l'N (h)::; 0 } . 

Theorem 3.7. (Epiconvergence) (a) For every h E Z, there exists a sequence {hN } N=No' 

with hN E ZN, such that f N (hN ) -7 f (h ) as N -7 00. (b) Let {hN } N=N 0 be a sequence such 

that hN E ZN and hN -711 as N -7 00, then 11 E Z, and f N (hN ) -7 f (11). 

Proof. Suppose h E Z is given. Then, by Lemma 3.9 (a), for each integer N, there exists 
an hN E Had,N such that (3. 11 a) holds. Clearly, hN -7 h as N -700. It follows from (3.lld) 
that f N (hN ) -7 f (h) as N -7 00. To complete the proof of part (a) it remains to show that 
there exists an No such that hN E ZN for all N 2:: No. Indeed, since h E Z by assumption we 
have 'I'(h) ::; O. Hence, using (3.11 b) and (3.11 a) we obtain 

'l'N (hN) ::; 'l'N (hN) - 'I'(h) 

=max max [<I>k(hN , x) - r j (x )(1 + ~,t')] - max max [<j>i (h • x) - rj (x)] 
jeq xe [O,L] je qxe [O,L] 

(3.12) 

where l' > 0 is as in (3.6). It follows from (3.12) that there exist an No such that for all 
N 2:: No, 'I' N (hN) ::; 0, which proves (a). 

Let {hN } N=No be a sequence as in (b). Since Had is closed and ZN CHad,N cHad for 

all N E N, it follows that 11 E Had' The facts that 11 E Z, that is, that '1'(11) ::; 0, and that 

fN(hN) -7 f (It) follow directly from (3.11c) and (3.11d) respectively. 0 

Theorem 3.8. Suppose that {hN } N=No' with hN E Had,N' is such that hN -7 h as N -7 00. 

Then h E Had' and limN -> ~ eN (hN ) ::; e(h). 0 

Corollary 3.9. 
the pair (P, e). 

The sequence {(PN , eN) } N=l is a family of consistent approximations to 
o 

4 TRANSCRIPTION INTO A NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 

The problems PN are defined on the finite-dimensional subspaces HN C C [0, L]. However, 
numerical computations must be carried out in a finite-dimensional space of coefficients, rela
tive to some basis in HN C C [0, L]. Note that the basis functions fIN,k (.) are not 
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orthonormal. Hence, if we define WN : HN ~ lRN+l by WN(h) ~ (Tit, 1]2"'" 1]N+ll, where 
1]k' k = 1, ... , N + 1 are the coefficients of h with respect to the basis functions IlN.k' 
k =1, ... ,N+1, then we find that Ih oi * L[~rl 1]? ~ IWN(h )12, i.e., WN(') is not an isometry. 
Hence it turns out that if we solve the problem PN , using a nonlinear programming algorithm 
in this coefficient space, we have inadvertently modified the metric on our original space, 
which can cause considerable deterioration of performance in non-scale invariant algorithms. 

To compute in ]RN+l, using a metric that is equivalent to the one on HN , one can either 
modify existing nonlinear programming software, something ..!lot easily undertaken when 
using a standard library of programs, or one can solve problems PN , equivalent to the PN , and 
defined in terms of coordinates corresponding to an orthonormal basis. 

To define the PN we define QN E ]R(N+l)X(N+l) by (QN);j ~ tIlN,;(x)IlNj(x)dx, 
where for any matrix A E ]R(N+I)X(N+l), Aij denotes the i ,j -th ent& of A, and define 
TN :HN ~ ]RN+l by TN(h) ~ Ql'WN(h), so that, for any hE HN, andh =TN(h), we have 

2 rL N +1 'h T 'h - 2 
IhI2 =J, L (WN(h»jIlNj(x)(WN(h»; IlN,;(x)dx =(QN WN(h» (QN WN(h»=lhl. (4.1) 

o ij=l 

Equation (4.1) implies that the distance between two elements hand h' of 
HN c (C [0, L], 1.12 , (".}) is equal to the Euclidean distance between TN(h) and TN(h'). 

-"" - "" NI _ ~ext, let HN = T.l:I.(HN), and ~t Had,N = TN(Had,N)C]R + . We define the mappings 
fN: Had,N ~]R, and ¢liv(' ,XN,/.): Had,N ~ ]R,j E q, k E N+l by 

- -11 N 0 1- -.- 11' -
fN(h) = L ¢IN(Tii (h),XN,k)11N , ¢l/v(h ,XN,k) = ¢l/v(Tii1(h),XN,k). (4.2) 

k=l 

which can be computed using (3.9c). Finally, we define the problems PN , N = 1,2, ... , by 

min (iN(h) I ':TIax max q;h(h,XN.k)-(I+11~)rj(xN,k)::;O}, (4.3) 
PN it E Hadl' J E q k E N+l 

The following result, establishing equiValence between PN and PN, N=1,2, ... " fol
lows directly from (3.9a-c),(4.2), and (4.3). 

Proposition 4.1. (a) h E HN is feasible for PN if and only if h =TN(h) ~ ]RN+l is feasible 
for PN, and (b) h E HN is a gloQal (local) minimizer for PN if and only if h =TN(h) E ]RN+l 

is a global (local) minimizer for PN . 0 

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

To illustrate the use of consistent approximations together with a diagonalization strategy (see 
Polak (1993», we solved a problem of the form P, with E = 107 psi, L =50 in, b =5 in, K =0, 
U= 1.0 in, ~=5.0 in, and y=0.15, and continuum constraints on the maximum normal stress 
O'max(h ,x), the maximum shear'tmax(h ,x), and the deflection y (h ,x), as follows, 

I O'max(h ,x) I ::; 30,000 psi, l'tmax(h, x) I ::; 15,000 psi, Iy (h ,x) I ::; 0.1 in, (5.la) 

for all x E [0, 1]. We used the cost function given by f (h) = J.Lh (x)dx . The load applied 
to the beam was I (x) = - 1500 psi, x E [20, 30], I (x) = 0 otherw~se. 

The initial discretization was N =8 points, and the initial beam depth h (x) == 2.85 in (see 
Figure 1.(a». The initial cost was 142.5. Figure l(b) shows the final design obtained in 16 
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Fig. I. (a) Initial Design; (b) Final Design. 
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Fig. 2. Computed cost and computed optimality function 

iterations of the algorithm in Polak (1991). The final discretization parameter was N=128 
and cost was 124.05. In Figure 2, we find the cost as a percentage of the initial cost, the value 
of the optimality function eN' and the number of discretization points used at each iteration. 
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